The use of order statistics to arrive a t a s c heduling regime is shown to be applicable to data farms running on second-generation parallel processors. Uniform and decreasing task-size scheduling regimes are examined. Experimental timings and a further simulation for large-scale e ects were used to exercise the scheduling regimes. The paper also considers a number of other scheduling schemes for data farms. It is shown that a method previously used for loop-scheduling is preferable, particularly as a form of automatic and generalised scheduling for data farming where there is a data-dependent w orkload.
Introduction
A processor or data farm 1] is a programming paradigm involving message-passing in which a single task is repeatedly executed in parallel on a collection of initial data. Data-farming is a commonly-used paradigm in parallel processing 2] and appears in numerous guises: some (network-of-workstations) NOW-based 3] some based on dedicated multicomputers 4] some constructed as algorithmic skeletons 5] and some implicitly invoked in parallel extensions of C++ 6] . A staple scheduling method for data-farm tasks is demand-based farming which gives the potential for automatic, run-time load balancing. A missing parameter in the data farm design is the size of task that is farmed out. Clearly, changing the task size will a ect performance. This paper proposes that on current parallel systems a statistical approach is capable of supplying the missing parameter. Choosing the task size at run-time is a form of dynamic scheduling.
In the class of applications of interest, tasks can frequently be broken into jobs. We de ne the duration of a test run to bethe time to complete a set of tasks. For example, we have parallelized handwritten postcode recognition 7], with characters (jobs) within a postcode (task) from a le of postcode images (run) a hybrid video encoder 8], with blocks (jobs) of a video row (task) taken from a sequence of frames (run) and 2-D frequency transforms 9], with rows (jobs) in a sub-image (task) from a batch of images (run). The methods considered in this paper assume that there exists some knowledge of the service time distribution of the jobs within a task. This knowledge is arrived at by repeated timing runs of real-world test data processed by sequential development code which will give an estimate of the statistical moments. The distribution or its symmetry can beestimated by inspection of the job service time histogram. A more precise estimator is a chi-square test on binned data, or through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for continuous data 10] if an initial hypothesis for the distribution exists. Where the distribution of job computation times is not known in advance then demand-based farming with equal data for each task remains appropriate, for example in the computation of radiosity in graphics 11]. The optimal task granularity is then problematic and therefore computation should becoarse-grained to ensure that communication can beoverlapped with computation. This class of application is not covered in the paper. The same applies to distributed systems with a varying background load, when alternative distributed methods of load-balancing may be appropriate 12].
In a detailed study 4], data farming was applied with constant task durations as is common in numerical analysis applications. In the study, unequal paths through the network topology were the principle cause of perturbation, though congestion, which is non-linear, and the system of message-passing were also an issue. Store-and-forward communication was employed as has been common on rst generation multicomputers. The methods considered in this paper do not normally apply to store-and-forward networks, but we do not expect this to be too restrictive with current parallel and distributed systems.
In rst-generation parallel systems, topology was an important issue 13]. With the advent of generalized communication methods such as the routing switch 14], the`fat' tree 15], and`wormhole' routing 16] the situation appears less critical. On second-generation machines, wormhole communication has reduced the message set-up component. Routing congestion can be alleviated either by a randomized routing step 17], o r b y a c hanging pattern of communication generated through a latin square 18]. For predicting the overall time of a run involving a large number of task-bearing messages, the mean latency will be su cient provided the distribution of transfer times is in nitely divisible 1 , as is the case for deterministic (constant), normal, or exponential distributions. The advantage for the farm developer were this to bethe case is that performance can bepredicted from the distribution of task component times alone once the mean communication latency is established for a particular machine.
This paper aims to show that statistically-based methods of scheduling new to data farms do approach optimal run times. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Previous scheduling schemes for data farms are considered in Section 2. Section 3 outlines the basic prediction equations encountered. Section 4 analyses proposed uniform and decreasing tasksize scheduling schemes. The analytical results are compared with experimental timing results and a simulation in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 describes future work and Section 7 draws some conclusions.
1 z has an in nitely divisible distribution if, for each positive i n teger n, there are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables fz n 1 z n 2 : : : z n n g such t h a t z = z n 1 + + z n n . If tasks do not interfere in a non-linear fashion then it can be proved that the e ect of communication overhead on a per-job basis can be subsumed in a linear way i n to the processing time for a task 19, p. 252] so that the equations in Section 4 hold. 2 Existing scheduling schemes for data farming To some extent a scheduling system is a compromise between generality and performance. Global optimization, which is a form of static scheduling, is at the performance end of the spectrum. Because global optimisation is an NP-complete problem heuristics 20] are necessary, though all pertinent system characteristics should be taken into account. In some embedded systems, where the work-load is deterministic, for example in repeatedly performing a Fast Fourier Transform, global optimisation has a place within a data-farming regime. As optimization is time consuming, o -line partitioning of the work is usually required.
In contrast, demand-based farming is a generalised method of scheduling. In demandbased farming, for which t h e n umber of tasks should greatly exceed the number of processes, returning processed work (or a suitable token) forms the basis of a request for more work from a central`farmer'. The computation time of an individual task should exceed the maximum two-way data-transfer time from worker processor to farmer processor so as to hide communication latency. Initially, the central farmer loads all processors with some work, which may be bu ered locally, i.e. a static-scheduling phase. To avoid subsequent work starvation on some processes, no worker processor should beable to complete initial processing before the loading phase is over. Subsequently, after making a request, the worker should be able to process locally-bu ered work while its request is answered.
Linear programming has been used to predict a lower bound on the performance of data farms 21], .e. the performance beyond which it is not possible to improve due to the physical bounds of the system. The prediction assumes that store-and-forward communication is employed. A further assumption was that task duration times are deterministic. However in 4], varying task durations were represented by mean values but the linear-programming technique was retained. Maximum performance was more closely estimated by including a numberof overhead terms. In one version of the scheme 22], tasks were placed on workers in advance as if the distribution of tasks had been formed by demand-based farming. In theory, task granularity can befound by optimising the governing equations for the model. In many cases, reported timings on unoptimised regimes are accurate to 5%. However, the model apparently is restricted to transputer systems which a r e n o w e ectively obsolete.
Scheduling schemes based on a xed-size communication overhead have beenapplied to Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) multiprocessors in what resembles a version of datafarming for ne-grained computation. On NUMA machines a task queue is commonly kept. One machine will perform sequential phases of an algorithm while independent loop iterations (identi ed by a parallelizing compiler) are scheduled between available processes. Alternatively, where algorithmic and/or system perturbation is found, rather than employing static scheduling at compile time, scheduling at run-time 23, 24 ] is a means of smoothing out the perturbations. A recent study to ascertain the optimal scheduling policy on NUMA machines 25] using a statistical approach prompted the present enquiry into the optimal scheduling scheme for data farming.
Background equations
Order statistics form the basis of the task-scheduling schemes under consideration. The size of each task is varied by c hanging the number of jobs making up that task. All jobs forming tasks within a particular run are assumed to have the same job service time distribution. From order statistics, equations for the run completion time are derived which depend on the task size. By minimizing a run completion-time equation, the optimal task size is found (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, order statistics are also applied to decreasing task sizes. It may seem strange that when combining jobs in a task that varying the number of jobs would make a di erence to the time taken. Yet this is exactly what was implied by task scheduling experiments on an early multicomputer 26], because of the changing statistical properties when adding (convolving) distributions.
Consider a set of p continuous i.i.d. random variables (r.v)., fX i:p g, with common probability density function (pdf) f(x), and constrained such that ;1 < X 1 < X 2 < : : : < X p < 1. 2 From
or otherwise the pdf of the maximum order statistic 27] is derived as f(x p:p ) = pF p;1 (x)f(x) (2) with F( ) the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and F i:p ( ) the cdf of the i th order statistic where i = 1 2 : : : p . Therefore, applying the expectation operator, the mean of the maximum is
Provided that the mean, , and the standard deviation (s.d.), , of the common cdf exist, it is possible to use the calculus of variations 3 to nd the maximum of p across all distributions 29] (with region of support from 0 to 1):
If there was a perfect parallel decomposition, with p now the number of processors, then an upper bound to the run time would be d = n p + nh pk (5) where p is the numberof processors in a farm, n is the total numberof jobs and k is the number of jobs in a task. h is a constant per task overhead, which includes the cost of communication and any c e n tral overhead. Because of the communication distribution condition mentioned in Section 1, for the purposes of estimating the overall run time, h can be a mean. This point i s w orth emphasizing: if second-generation multicomputers no longer have non-linear message communication time a second-order statistic is representative and this form of estimate can be applied. 2 We use the standard convention that X is the r.v. and x its value. 3 There is an alternative derivation using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 28].
Theoretical discussion concerns what is the correct way to nd the remaining time beyond d to arrive at a statistically correct estimator. In Section 5, this problem is considered empirically.
In a paper by Madala 
An alternative set of prediction equations is based on the characteristic maximum, which is an average that arises in a natural way for extremal statistics. De ne m p such that for a cdf H p(1 ; H(m p )) = 1 (8) i.e. out of p timings just one is greater than m p , the characteristic maximum. In work by Kruskal and Weiss 31] , s e v eral bounds arose based on nding m p for di erent task-size regimes and predicated on increasing failure rate (IFR) distributions 32]. The IFR restriction is not burdensome as many common distributions are IFR, e.g. truncated normal, Weibull (rate 1), gamma with coe cient o f v ariation (c.o.f.) 1, exponential, uniform and deterministic. Heavy-tailed distributions such a s t h e C a u c hy and Pareto distributions, which are uncommon in computing, are not suitable for these methods of scheduling. m p is taken to be the time to nish after the last task has been dispatched for processing. Notice that the s. 
In NUMA applications, it is possible that the rst process to reach the beginning of the loop will calculate the optimal task size in which case (12) would require a costly numerical calculation. However, notice that for embedded applications it may bepossible to pre-calculate k opt .
From (11) (13) which c a n b e pre-calculated. Equation (13) (15) is a bound on the mean time for all processors, p, to complete for all distributions in which the rst two m o m e n ts exist. In the worst case, just one processor will exceed k i . For conservative scheduling, enough work must bestill available to keep the remaining processors active in most circumstances. The same considerations recursively apply until the predicted maximum duration for a task approaches the overhead time for sending a task. Fig. 1 illustrates how the total run-time might approach n=p if the maximum departure from the mean old task duration is the same as the new task duration at each s c heduling round, with p 1 = p p i6 =1 = p ;1. The idle time experienced by p ;1 processors is that time at the end of the nal round while the last processor nishes. Suppose k i = n py i (16) with xed y i = 2 . With k i so set the task size decreases exponentially and half the work is statically allocated in the rst round, which is the`Factoring' regime 34]. Assume that the nishing times at the rst scheduling round are distributed as E X i:p ] i = 1 2 : : : p , with the r.v. X being the execution times. An approximate solution to setting y i , t h us restricting the idle time in the general case, is shown in Appendix B.
Heuristic scheduling schemes
In 20], for safe self-scheduling (SSS), in e ect a variant of Factoring, it is shown that if the task duration cdf is modelled as Bernoulli a value of y i 2 will limit the idle-time to pt max =(p ; 1) , where t max is the maximum time of any t a s k . 4 4 The Bernoulli distribution models long and short conditional branches (i.e. Binomial cdf, B(1 q ), where q is the probability of a long branch). For example in the postcode recognition application mentioned in
In 35], a similar limit to the idle time, guided self-scheduling (GSS), was proposed but the rate of task-size descent, which is (1 ; 1=p) i , appears too steep. 5 36] show that for a monotonically decreasing task size GSS will behave badly and propose a linear rate of descent,`trapezoidal self-scheduling' (TSS). However, in 20], a large-scale test showed that TSS performed weakly if the task cdf was a Bernoulli distribution.
Discussion
For general distributions, a statistical approach appears necessary rather than heuristics. In theory, it is possible to examine the distribution of all order statistics to nd how task nishing times are distributed in the mean. The optimal general scheduling scheme may e m p l o y this information in order to minimise the idling time spent b y processors as they wait for the last tasks to complete in a run, a conservative s c heduling regime.
For a uniform distribution, U(0 1), fE U i:p ] = i=(p + 1 ) = p i g form a triangular distribution of nishing times (and hence a triangular distribution of idling times). Other distributions do not have such a convenient formula. In 37, 27], from X i:p = F ;1 (U i:p ) a Taylor expansion around p i approximates E X i:p ]. In Fig. 2 , this expansion for a logistic distribution has beenused to plot a continuous estimate of E X i:p ], i odd, Again, the idling times roughly have a triangular distribution. In practical situations, symmetrical distributions are likely to have the same balanced ratio of idle time to active time (since the logistic distribution when suitably parameterized can model the ubiquitous normal distribution). It follows that when using decreasing task-size scheduling at most half the available work needs to be reserved (for symmetrical distributions). The Factoring method is predicated on a triangular distribution of job times and is therefore suitable for all symmetrical distributions. Section 1 7] , UK postcodes can be six or seven characters. 5 After p rounds, (1 ; 1=p) p ! 1=e 1=3, which is approximately the equivalent o f yi = 3 =2 in (16).
5 Scheduling results
Timings
In our tests on an eight m o d u l e m ulticomputer, the Transtech P aramid 38], application tasks were run on a superscalar i860 in single-threaded mode at 50 MHz, with all communications handled by a transputer coprocessor. The raw bandwidth of a transputer link is 20 Mbit/s. Though the Paramid employs rst-generation store-and-forward communication, the e ect is ameliorated by means of a virtual channel system of message-passing 39] which simulates second-generation wormhole communication. Packetization reduces large messages, and message aggregation reduces message variance. The communication diameter is also small. The measured communication time was found to be a linear function of message size. In the tests, the farmer was placed on a transputer and each of the eight i860s hosted a worker process, using an incomplete binary tree topology. Four hundred jobs were sent out on demand for each test. Bu ering was turned o and the message size was restricted to a 12 byte tag and 16 bytes data. The task durations were timed during the parallel run so that the sample mean and s.d. could be found. Similarly, the sample mean start-up time and the sample mean message delivery time were formed. These results are in a form suitable for the prediction equations. A software synchronized clock with worst-case error of 0.5 ms 40] was employed. The overall time was taken at the central task farmer. A central per-message overhead was introduced by waiting on the low-priority transputer clock, one tick per 0.64 ms, according to a truncated normal distribution. The intention of the overhead was to m o d e l b o t h t h e global processing and/or the reassembly of messages before further processing, an activity often performed at the farmer. An exponential cdf (1 ; e ; x x > 0) job duration distribution was used, which is not symmetrical but is mathematically tractable. Therefore, the Factoring results do not represent an ideal regime.
In Fig. 3 , a task size of six is in most cases a clear minimum. The relative depth of the minimum is governed by the extent of the potential saving. Larger task sizes than six cause the remainder portion, i.e. the time waiting for the last task to complete, to exceed any s a ving made by reducing the number of messages. Smaller task sizes than six result in more central overhead. The message-passing overhead remains approximately constant across task size. As to sensitivity to task size, it can be seen from Figure 3 , that, within the range of task sizes surveyed according to central overhead, a di erence of between about 3 & 10% is possible.
In Fig. 4 , a factoring scheduling regime using (16) is compared to the worst and best case task-size regime over a wider range of central workloads. Factoring appears to be a minimal regime though it does not in this instance exceed the performance of uniform tasksize scheduling. A simple estimate of the minimum time can be taken from t factor = n p + vh (17) where v is the numberof scheduling rounds from factoring. In Table 1 
with being Euler's constant ( 0 :5772157 : : : ) 6 . By using (7) with (18) substituted for E R ms ] to yield it is also possible to use a distribution-speci c estimate of the optimal task size k minms = nh p (ln(p ; 1) + ) 2=3 : (19) The resulting estimate of k opt in that it rises less steeply appears to bemore accurate than k min kw , but the estimate of t minms is too pessimistic. Refer again to Table 1 for the timings.
Simulation results
A simulation was conducted to verify the large p behaviour of the various estimators. To approach the population statistics 20,000 jobs were distributed. Experiments were made at eight processor intervals from 8 to 248 processors.
Figs. 5{7 are the result, for a sample range of processor numbers, of varying the task size from 1 to 8 jobs with exponential service distribution. In regard to uniform task sizes, for small per-task delays there is a minimum shared between 1 and 7 tasks (not distinguishable on Figs. 5{6). The timings for 2, 3 and 6 tasks are bunched together and cannot be distinguished on the plots. The relative order changes with the numberof processors deployed. At the largest delay the order changes to favour sizes 4 and 6 though the results vary considerably with the number of processors. From the simulation it is again apparent that it will be di cult to accurately predict the best task size on an a priori basis. Turning to factoring, it is apparent that as the per-task delay increases factoring more clearly represents a minimal regime.
In Fig. 8 , the optimal time predictions of Section 5 are tested against the simulation results. For the smallest delay, 0 :001, it is possible for the predictors to nd a task size of less than one, with the result that the predictions for the optimal time are less than the simulated time. Conversely, for larger delays, here 0:1, the estimates move in the opposite direction. 6 Ongoing work Given a scheduling scheme that is characterised by second-order statistics and a single communication metric, it becomes feasible to predict favourable scheduling regimes across a range of multicomputers. The PTRAN compiler-based scheduling tool 41] used a built-in set of instruction timings for di erent machines in order to arrange program runs. Also included with a program were timings, means and variances, found by w ay o f a c o u n ter-based pro ler. Broadly, a similar scheme can be built into a data-farm template 42]. Where data-farms are arranged in a pipeline 43], if the stages of the pipeline are not synchronous the task scheduling scheme should consider the global ow of tasks across the pipeline. For asynchronous pipeline systems, a promising approach is minimization of a simple model of message-size granularity 44] intended for use within a data-parallel programming paradigm.
On computer systems without a benign communication regime, it may become neces-sary to employ a hierarchy of data farms, each employing its own scheduling scheme. On NUMA machines, in order to reduce access contention to synchronization variables, a distributed scheduling scheme, a nity scheduling 45], has beensuggested. In 46], an hierarchical scheduling scheme is proposed which will scale-up for large systems. Experiments with data-farms on a 24 transputer Parsys supernode showed that performance was improved if tasks were distributed in advance of requests when data farming 47]. Therefore, for large p it may be necessary to modify the raw data-farming system to a hierarchy of data farms.
Conclusions
Processor (or task) farming is a commonly used parallel programming paradigm which has the potential for automatic run-time load balancing. A critical parameter in optimising parallel performance is the size of task which is farmed out. A common approach is to use constantsized tasks de ned by the application characteristics, but there is no guarantee that this will produce optimal performance. To obtain optimal design solutions we adapted ne-grained loop-scheduling on NUMA multiprocessors to medium-grained data farming on distributed memory multicomputers. This system of scheduling is appropriate for any application where task durations can be statistically characterised. The paper explores the theory behind order statistics considering rstly a distribution-free estimate of the optimal uniform task size, and secondly a general-purpose decreasing task-size scheduling system,`Factoring'. It is shown that, as the mean value of the order statistics of common symmetric distributions are approximately triangular in distribution, the Factoring approach, in which the task size decreases exponentially by a factor of two, produces more reliable estimates of optimal performance than the estimators for uniform task size, particularly if the central processing overhead is large. By inclusion of this form of scheduling, the range of applications catered for by the data farm is extended to those with data dependency, for example in higher-level image processing and vision. Practical timings on a small distributed-memory multicomputer and a simulation across a wide range of processor numberswere used to test the various estimators. The tests showed that where a decreasing task size is not feasible, nonetheless the factoring prediction may still beused to indicate a minimal regime, even though the job service time distribution under test does not have a symmetric distribution. The conclusions from this work can beintegrated with designs for data farm templates. If the task size can vary across a run Factoring is the preferred choice of task scheduling if tasks cannot bevaried in size, uniform scheduling with task size guided by a prediction of optimal performance by F actoring is chosen.
A An outline derivation of Kruskal-Weiss prediction equation
The approximation to m p , (11) , is derived (in non-trivial fashion) from (8) 
where G( ) = R e (x; ) dF(x), the moment generating function of X ; . Finally, (11) is arrived at by a T aylor expansion of G( 0).
B A Factoring regime derivation
At round i, assuming p 1, r i+1 = r i ; pk i k i = r i =(yp) (23) where r i is the total numberof tasks remaining at each scheduling round, r 0 = n and y is unknown. To a c hieve a balance requires, from (15),
If r i+1 = r i (1 ; 1=y) k i+1 = r i (1;1=y) yp (25) are substituted in (24), after rearrangement, 2(1 ; 1=y) 2 y = 2 p 2 r i : (26) Notice that (26) depends on the c.o.v. The L.H.S. of (26) is at a minimum at y = 1, and can beapproximated by a T aylor expansion close to one. A conservative estimate is y 1 + 2 2 p 2 r i : (27) With x = 2 one has the Factoring regime. 
